Microsoft Office 365 Accelerator
Softchoice accelerates your move to the cloud and Microsoft Office 365 with a series of expert-led activities

Cloud has become a common boardroom conversation related to productivity tools like Office 365.
Big expectations are landing on IT’s desk, and most departments are unclear on how to manage the
transition and reap the rewards. Based on this trend, Softchoice designed the Microsoft Office 365
Accelerator Program to simplify the journey. The service connects Microsoft deployment best practices,
vendor benefit programs and knowledge transfer to help teams adapt.

“91% of Softchoice customers
noted an increase in team
knowledge vs. alternative
approaches after engaging
with Softchoice.”

Why you should implement a Softchoice Accelerator
The Accelerator program creates a live environment, optimized and built to best-practice standards,
ready to support the unique needs of each client’s business in accelerating their evaluation.
Deliverables

Related Services:

• Exchange Health Check
• Upgrade Readiness Assessment

• Clear ability to support your platform Day 1

Validate Office365 features, functionality and • Validated configuration to start off on the right foot
SSO fault-tolerance
Migration of mailboxes can be sized to meet
the capacity of staff and budget

(24 Softchoice Customers)

Key Benefits

Creation of Office 365 Tenant complete with • Accelerates your cloud deployment
Single Sign On and directory synchronization • Improve end user evaluation experience
to current systems
• Extend investments in identity platform
Interactive workshop focusing on
architecture, administration and operations

- TechValidate Study

• Lessons learned during the deployment process serve
long term budgeting, planning and support efforts

As always, you can count on our team to deliver Microsoft best practices and knowledge transfer
as a standard part of any Softchoice engagement.

How is Accelerator delivered?
Softchoice has completed over 1,200 projects throughout North America helping customers
discover, deploy and improve their infrastructures. Based on customer feedback and real-world
deployment experience, Softchoice created the Office 365 Accelerator as way for customers to
quickly and effectively achieve their Microsoft Cloud vision. Softchoice’s Accelerator is delivered
by certified experts who provide a solid, production-ready environment to launch the Office
365 Services. Softchoice drives successful business requirements by understanding the detailed
requirements and tailoring the design and approach based on each client. Options also include
Single-Sign-On (SSO) as well as the federation of up to 1,400 other SaaS applications.
This offering is compatible with Fast Track, DPS, POC, DIG and most other Microsoft incentive programs.

• Identity and Edge Services Workshop
• Active Directory Design Workshop

What to do next to access Accelerator program?
Contact your account manager. They will set
up an appointment with an Office 365 expert
to provide you with more information and a
Statement of Work, where specific assumptions
and deliverables and a clear understanding of
your unique requirements and business success
metrics can be outlined.

Move your productivity to the
cloud for as little as $35/user*
*assumes 750 users
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